Office of the City Clerk - City of Tucson
INITIATIVE PETITION
APPLICATION FOR SERIAL NUMBER

Date: 21 FEB 27 PM 2:23

PART I
To be completed and filed by applicant prior to the printing and circulation of the petition

☐ Attach a copy of the petition (title, text and signature sheets) as you intend to circulate.

APPLICANT AND CONTACT PERSON

Applicant: Clinton Boyd
Signature of Applicant: [Signature]
Email Address: Tucsonfightfor15@gmail.com
Home Address & Zip Code: 946 S. 7th Ave, 85701
Mailing Address & Zip Code: 946 S. 7th Ave, 85701
Phone: 253-861-7364

Contact Person: Clinton Boyd
Signature of Contact Person: [Signature]
Email Address: Tucsonfightfor15@gmail.com
Home Address & Zip Code: 946 S. 7th Ave, 85701
Mailing Address & Zip Code: 946 S. 7th Ave, 85701
Phone: 253-861-7364

The names of the three (3) persons responsible for procuring the initiative petition are:

Procurer #1: John Young
Signature of Procurer #1: [Signature]
Email Address: jayintucson@gmail.com
Home Address & Zip Code: 224 E 19th St, 85701
Mailing Address & Zip Code: 224 E 19th St, 85701
Phone: 520-405-5382

Procurer #2: Margaret Chaney
Signature of Procurer #2: [Signature]
Email Address: President4tucson@gmail.com
Home Address & Zip Code: 1417 N. Beverly Ave, 85713
Mailing Address & Zip Code: 1417 N. Beverly Ave, 85713
Phone: 530-308-8734

Procurer #3: Clifford Paul Stapleton
Signature of Procurer #3: [Signature]
Email Address: paulforarizona@gmail.com
Home Address & Zip Code: 7430 E Lakeside Dr, Tucson, AZ 85730
Mailing Address & Zip Code: 7430 E Lakeside Dr, Tucson, AZ 85730
Phone: 831-227-9640

NOTICE: A Political Committee Statement of Organization must be filed before valid signatures can be collected. Signatures obtained prior to the filing of a Statement of Organization are void and shall not be counted in determining the legal sufficiency of any referendum petition.

PART II
The following serial number must be included in the lower right-hand corner of each and every page of the petition at the time of circulation. The City Clerk shall reject a petition, or any portion thereof, that fails to meet these requirements. Pursuant to provisions of Chapter XIX of the Tucson City Charter, and Chapter 12 of the Tucson Code, the petition bearing the serial number listed must be filed with the City Clerk during regular business hours in order to be considered for placement on the November 2, 2021 ballot. In no event shall the City Clerk accept a petition which was issued for circulation more than twenty-four (24) months prior to the date of the election at which the measure is to be included on the ballot. Petitions are due by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, July 2, 2021.

To Be Completed By The City Clerk

ISSUED BY: [Signature]
RECEIVED BY: [Signature]

INITIATIVE SERIAL NUMBER: 2021-1001
DATE OF FILING APPLICATION: 2/27/2021
DEADLINE FOR FILING PETITIONS: July 2, 2021
NUMBER OF SIGNATURES REQUIRED: 14,826
TUCSON, ARIZONA – INITIATIVE PETITION

To the Clerk of the City of Tucson:

We, the undersigned, residents of the City of Tucson, Arizona, and duly qualified electors therein, do hereby submit and propose to you, for adoption, the following ordinance, and request that action be taken by you relative to the adoption or rejection of such proposed ordinance, at the earliest possible moment, and that the same be forthwith submitted to a vote of the people, to-wit:

OFFICIAL TITLE
THE TUCSON MINIMUM WAGE ACT
AN INITIATIVE MEASURE

AMENDING TUCSON CITY CODE CHAPTER 9, ARTICLE 1, SECTIONS 8-1 AND 8-8; AMENDING TUCSON CITY CODE CHAPTER 17, BY ADDING ARTICLE X; RELATING TO MINIMUM WAGE FOR WORKERS AND ENFORCEMENT;

TEXT OF PROPOSED INITIATIVE

Be it enacted by the people of the City of Tucson:

Section 1. Chapter 8, article I, section 8-1 of the Tucson City Code is amended to read:

Sec. 8-1. Jurisdiction, powers, duties.

(a) There shall be a city court which shall be the municipal court for the city, to be known and designated as "The City Court of the City of Tucson, Pima County, State of Arizona". It shall have and exercise the jurisdiction conferred upon it by the Charter and the Code of the city. It shall exercise exclusive original jurisdiction of all proceedings of a criminal nature for the violation of the Charter or of any ordinance of the city, and of every action of any nature for the enforcement of a penalty, or the recovery of a penalty or forfeiture imposed by any ordinance of the city for the violation thereof or for neglect to perform any duty by any ordinance imposed or for a violation of a civil traffic ordinance and of every action for the collection of any license fee, fine or penalty due from any person to the city and required to be paid or which is due and collectible under the ordinances of the city.

(b) The city court shall further have jurisdiction over all actions alleging civil violations or civil infractions of this Code.

(c) The city court shall further have concurrent jurisdiction with justices of the peace over all violations of the laws of the state committed within the limits of the city. The court shall also have jurisdiction of violations of the Charter and ordinances of the city committed on land owned or leased by the city, whether contiguous or noncontiguous, lying without the corporate limits thereof, to the same extent and with like effect as if the violation occurred within the corporate limits of the city, provided that the land is signed as provided in subsection B of A.R.S. section 9-401.

(D) THE CITY COURT SHALL FURTHER HAVE JURISDICTION OVER ALL CIVIL ACTIONS FILED BY ANY INTERESTED PARTY OR INDIVIDUAL AGGRIEVED BY AN EMPLOYER’S OR HIRING ENTITY’S VIOLATION OF CHAPTER 17, ARTICLE X, AND THE CITY COURT SHALL HAVE AUTHORITY TO AWARD TO A PREVAILING PLAINTIFF LEGAL OR EQUITABLE RELIEF, AS WELL AS ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND COSTS.

Sec. 2. Chapter 8, article I, section 8-8 of the Tucson City Code is amended to read:

Sec. 8-8. City court procedures.

(A) The rules of criminal procedure of the state shall apply to all criminal proceedings in city court. The rules of procedure in civil traffic violation cases shall apply to all proceedings in city court for civil traffic violations. The Local Rules of Practice and Procedure in City Court Civil Proceedings shall apply to all proceedings for civil parking infractions and to all other actions for civil violations or civil infractions of this Code.

(B) THE CIVIL RULES OF THE JUSTICE COURTS OF THE STATE SHALL APPLY TO CIVIL ACTIONS FILED BY AN INTERESTED PARTY OR INDIVIDUAL AGGRIEVED BY AN EMPLOYER’S OR HIRING ENTITY’S VIOLATION OF CHAPTER 17, ARTICLE X UNTIL SUCH TIME THAT THE CITY COURT ADOPTS RULES FOR THE ADJUDICATION OF CIVIL ACTIONS INITIATED BY A PRIVATE LITIGANT.

Sec. 3. Chapter 17 of the Tucson City Code is amended by Adding Article X to read:

SEC. 17-80. TITLE AND PURPOSE.

THIS ARTICLE SHALL BE KNOWN AND MAY BE CITED AS "THE TUCSON MINIMUM WAGE ACT".

THE CITY, BY THIS ARTICLE, REGULATES THE MINIMUM WAGES AND BENEFITS WITHIN ITS GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARIES, AS AUTHORIZED BY THE RAISE THE ARIZONA MINIMUM WAGE FOR WORKING ARIZONANS ACT.

SEC. 17-81. DEFINITIONS.

AS USED IN THIS ARTICLE:

(I) "ADVERSE ACTION" INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, DEMOTING, TERMINATING, FAILING TO REHIRE AFTER A SEASONAL INTERRUPTION OF WORK, ENGAGING IN UNFAIR IMMIGRATION-RELATED PRACTICES, FILING A FALSE REPORT WITH A GOVERNMENT AGENCY, CHANGING AN EMPLOYEE’S Serial Number: 2021-1001
STATUS TO THAT OF AN INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR, OR THREATENING TO DO ANY OF THE AFOREMENTIONED THINGS DURING OR AFTER AN EMPLOYEE’S EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP WITH AN EMPLOYER.

(2) “AGGRIEVED PARTY” MEANS AN EMPLOYEE, FORMER EMPLOYEE, WORKER FOR HIRE, OR FORMER WORKER FOR HIRE WHO ALLEGES VIOLATIONS OF THIS ARTICLE.

(3) “DEPARTMENT” MEANS THE CITY DEPARTMENT OF LABOR STANDARDS CREATED BY THIS ARTICLE.

(4) “DIRECTOR” MEANS THE DIRECTOR OF THE CITY DEPARTMENT OF LABOR STANDARDS.

(5) “EMPLOY” INCLUDES TO SUFFER OR PERMIT TO WORK, EXCEPT THAT:
   a. A FRANCHISOR IS NOT AN EMPLOYER OF AN EMPLOYEE OF A FRANCHISEE EXCEPT UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES ALLOWED BY STATE LAW;
   b. AN OWNER OF A MARK IS NOT AN EMPLOYER OF AN EMPLOYEE OF THE LICENSEE EXCEPT UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES ALLOWED BY STATE LAW; AND
   c. A QUALIFIED MARKETPLACE PLATFORM IS NOT AN EMPLOYER OF A QUALIFIED MARKETPLACE CONTRACTOR.

(6) “EMPLOYEE” MEANS ANY INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYED BY AN EMPLOYER AND WHO, IN A WORKWEEK, PERFORMS AT LEAST FIVE (5) HOURS OF WORK FOR THE EMPLOYER WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARIES OF THE CITY. THE TERM INCLUDES INDIVIDUALS EMPLOYED ON A FULL-TIME, PART-TIME, OR TEMPORARY BASIS, AND INDIVIDUALS ENGAGED THROUGH AN EMPLOYMENT OR STAFFING AGENCY, EXCEPT THAT AN INDIVIDUAL WHO PERFORMS ONLY BABYSITTING SERVICES AT AN EMPLOYER’S HOME ON A CASUAL BASIS IS NOT AN EMPLOYEE.

(7) “EMPLOYER” MEANS ANY INDIVIDUAL, PARTNERSHIP, ASSOCIATION, CORPORATION, LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, JOINT VENTURE, NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION, OR OTHER ENTITY ACTING DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY IN THE INTEREST OF ANY EMPLOYER IN RELATION TO AN EMPLOYEE AND INCLUDES THE CITY, THE COUNTY, AND ANY TAXING DISTRICT ORGANIZED UNDER STATE LAW, BUT DOES NOT INCLUDE THE STATE, THE UNITED STATES, OR A TRIBAL ENTITY.

(8) “HIRING ENTITY” MEANS ANY PERSON, PARTNERSHIP, ASSOCIATION, CORPORATION, LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, JOINT VENTURE, NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION, OR OTHER ENTITY, THAT DOES NOT SATISFY THE DEFINITION OF EMPLOYER IN RELATION TO A PARTICULAR INDIVIDUAL AND WHO ENTERS INTO A WRITTEN OR VERBAL CONTRACT WITH SUCH INDIVIDUAL TO PERFORM LABOR OR SERVICES WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARIES OF THE CITY IN CONSIDERATION FOR REMUNERATION UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL IS PROPERLY TREATED AS A WORKER FOR HIRE. THE TERM DOES NOT INCLUDE THE STATE, THE UNITED STATES, A TRIBAL ENTITY, A QUALIFIED MARKETPLACE PLATFORM, OR A PERSON WHO HIRES AN INDIVIDUAL ONLY FOR BABYSITTING SERVICES AT THE PERSON’S HOME ON A CASUAL BASIS. A FRANCHISOR IS NOT THE HIRING ENTITY IN RELATION TO AN INDIVIDUAL WHOSE LABOR OR SERVICES WERE RETAINED BY A FRANCHISEE.

(9) "INDIVIDUAL" MEANS NATURAL PERSON.

(10) "INTERESTED PARTY" MEANS ANY NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION ORGANIZED IN PART TO PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF WORKERS, OR ANY SUBSET OF WORKERS, AND HAS AT LEAST ONE MEMBER WITHIN THE CITY.

(11) "LARGE EMPLOYER" MEANS AN EMPLOYER THAT EMPLOYED, ON AVERAGE, TWENTY-SIX (26) OR MORE EMPLOYEES DURING THE FINAL QUARTER OF THE PREVIOUS CALENDAR YEAR, INCLUDING PART-TIME EMPLOYEES, TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES, AND THOSE EMPLOYEES LOCATED OUTSIDE THE CITY. FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS DEFINITION, MULTIPLE ENTITIES SHALL BE CONSIDERED A SINGLE EMPLOYER IF DEEMED TO BE A SINGLE INTEGRATED ENTERPRISE UNDER THE FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT.

(12) "MINIMUM WAGE" IS MeASURED ON THE BASIS OF A WORKWEEK AND IS THE MINIMUM WAGE RATE SET BY SECTION 17-82 OF THIS ARTICLE.

(13) "QUALIFIED MARKETPLACE CONTRACTOR" AND "QUALIFIED MARKETPLACE PLATFORM" HAVE THE SAME MEANINGS AS PROVIDED IN STATE LAW.

(14) "RATE OF INFLATION" MEANS THE INCREASE IN THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (ALL ITEMS CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR ALL URBAN CONSUMERS FOR THE U.S. CITY AVERAGE), OR ITS SUCCESSOR INDEX, AS PUBLISHED BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, FOR THE TWELVE-MONTH PERIOD ENDING IN AUGUST OF EACH YEAR.

(15) "TIP" MEANS A VERIFIABLE SUM PRESENTED BY A CUSTOMER AS A GIFT OR VOLUNTARY GRATUITY IN RECOGNITION OF SOME SERVICE PERFORMED FOR OR ON BEHALF OF THE CUSTOMER.

(16) "TIPPED EMPLOYEE" MEANS AN EMPLOYEE WHO CUSTOMARILY AND REGULARLY RECEIVES MORE THAN THIRTY ($30.00) DOLLARS PER WEEK IN TIPS, HAS BEEN INFORMED BY THE EMPLOYER IN WRITING ABOUT THE TIP REQUIREMENTS OF THIS ARTICLE, RETAINS ALL TIPS RECEIVED, AND WHOSE TOTAL COMPENSATION (THE SUM OF WAGES AND TIPS) IS NOT LESS THAN THE MINIMUM WAGE.
(17) "WORKING TIME" IS THE COMPENSABLE TIME THAT AN EMPLOYER IS REQUIRED BY THIS ARTICLE TO PAY AN EMPLOYEE NOT LESS THAN THE MINIMUM WAGE AND INCLUDES TIME THAT AN EMPLOYER REQUIRES THE EMPLOYEE TO UNDERGO A SECURITY SCREENING IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO OR FOLLOWING A WORK SHIFT; TO BE ON THE EMPLOYER'S PREMISES; TO BE AT A PRESCRIBED WORK SITE; OR TO BE LOGGED IN AND ACTIVELY ATTENTIVE TO AN EMPLOYER-PROVIDED COMPUTER PROGRAM, PHONE APPLICATION, OR SIMILAR DEVICE.

(18) "WORKER FOR HIRE" MEANS ANY INDIVIDUAL WHO, IN A WORKWEEK:

a. PROVIDES TO OR ON BEHALF OF A HIRING ENTITY AT LEAST FIVE (5) HOURS OF LABOR OR SERVICES WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARIES OF THE CITY IN CONSIDERATION FOR REMUNERATION;

b. DOES NOT SATISFY THE DEFINITION OF EMPLOYEE AS RELATED TO THAT HIRING ENTITY;

c. IS NOT A QUALIFIED MARKETPLACE CONTRACTOR; AND

d. WHOSE HIRING ENTITY IS UNABLE TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE FOLLOWING FACTORS APPLY TO THE INDIVIDUAL: 1) THE INDIVIDUAL IS FREE FROM THE CONTROL AND DIRECTION OF THE HIRING ENTITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF THE WORK; 2) THE INDIVIDUAL PERFORMS WORK THAT IS OUTSIDE THE USUAL COURSE OF THE HIRING ENTITY'S BUSINESS; AND 3) THE INDIVIDUAL IS CUSTOMARILY ENGAGED IN AN INDEPENDENTLY ESTABLISHED TRADE, OCCUPATION, OR BUSINESS OF THE SAME NATURE AS THAT INVOLVED IN THE WORK PERFORMED FOR THE HIRING ENTITY.

(19) "WORKWEEK" MEANS SEVEN CONSECUTIVE 24-HOUR PERIODS THAT EQUAL 168 TOTAL HOURS. THE START TIME OF A WORKWEEK MAY BE CHOSEN BY THE EMPLOYER.

SEC. 17-82. MINIMUM WAGE RATE.

a. THE MINIMUM WAGE FOR ALL EMPLOYEES AND WORKERS FOR HIRE SHALL BE:

(1) THIRTEEN DOLLARS ($13.00) AN HOUR ON AND AFTER APRIL 1, 2022;

(2) THIRTEEN DOLLARS FIFTY CENTS ($13.50) AN HOUR ON AND AFTER JANUARY 1, 2023;

(3) FOURTEEN DOLLARS TWENTY-FIVE CENTS ($14.25) AN HOUR ON AND AFTER JANUARY 1, 2024;

(4) FIFTEEN DOLLARS ($15.00) AN HOUR ON AND AFTER JANUARY 1, 2025;

(5) ON JANUARY 1, 2026 AND ON EACH JANUARY 1 THEREAFTER, AN HOURLY AMOUNT THAT IS INCREASED BY THE RATE OF INFLATION MULTIPLIED BY THE MINIMUM WAGE ON DECEMBER 31 OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST MULTIPLE OF FIVE CENTS ($0.05).

b. IF THE FEDERAL MINIMUM WAGE OR STATE MINIMUM WAGE IS INCREASED ABOVE THE MINIMUM WAGE PROVIDED FOR IN THIS SECTION, THE MINIMUM WAGE UNDER THIS SECTION WILL BE INCREASED TO MATCH THE HIGHER WAGE AND WILL BECOME THE NEW MINIMUM WAGE UNDER THIS SECTION ON THE SAME DATE THAT SUCH HIGHER FEDERAL OR STATE MINIMUM WAGE BECOMES EFFECTIVE. THE ADJUSTMENT DESCRIBED IN SUBSECTION (A)(5) WILL CONTINUE ON THE FOLLOWING YEAR.

c. TIPS REGULARLY AND ACTUALLY RECEIVED BY A TIPPED EMPLOYEE MAY BE APPLIED BY AN EMPLOYER TO OFFSET THE EMPLOYER'S MINIMUM WAGE OBLIGATION TO A TIPPED EMPLOYEE, EXCEPT THAT NO MORE THAN THREE DOLLARS ($3.00) PER HOUR MAY BE SO APPLIED. THIS SECTION SHALL NOT BE CONSTRUED TO PREVENT A TIP POOL ARRANGEMENT, BUT AN EMPLOYER, OWNER, SUPERVISOR, OR MANAGER SHALL NOT PARTICIPATE IN A TIP POOL ARRANGEMENT.

SEC. 17-83. PAYMENT OF WAGES.

a. BEGINNING APRIL 1, 2022, AN EMPLOYER SHALL PAY EACH EMPLOYEE NOT LESS THAN THE MINIMUM WAGE SET FORTH IN THIS ARTICLE, FOR ALL WORKING TIME WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARIES OF THE CITY. BEGINNING APRIL 1, 2022, A HIRING ENTITY SHALL PAY EACH WORKER FOR HIRE NOT LESS THAN THE MINIMUM WAGE SET FORTH IN THIS ARTICLE, FOR ALL WORKING TIME WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARIES OF THE CITY.

b. AN EMPLOYER SHALL NOT OBLIGATE AN EMPLOYEE TO RECEIVE MINIMUM WAGE PAYMENTS USING A PAY CARD, RELOADABLE DEBIT CARD, OR SIMILAR METHOD THAT REQUIRES THE EMPLOYEE TO POSSESS A VALID SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.

c. A LARGE EMPLOYER SHALL PAY TO AN EMPLOYEE AT LEAST THREE HOURS OF COMPENSATION AT NO LESS THAN THE MINIMUM WAGE RATE WHEN:

(1) AN EMPLOYEE IS SCHEDULED TO WORK AT LEAST THREE HOURS, THE EMPLOYEE TIMELY REPORTS FOR DUTY, THE EMPLOYEE IS ABLE TO WORK THE ENTIRE SHIFT; AND THE EMPLOYER ENGAGES THE EMPLOYEE FOR FEWER THAN THREE HOURS; OR

Serial Number: 2021-001
(2) AN EMPLOYEE IS SCHEDULED TO WORK AT LEAST THREE HOURS AND THE EMPLOYER CANCELS THE EMPLOYEE'S SHIFT WITH LESS THAN TWENTY-FOUR (24) HOURS NOTICE.

d. EXCEPT AS REQUIRED BY LAW OR COURT ORDER, AN EMPLOYER SHALL NOT DEDUCT FROM AN EMPLOYEE'S WAGES IF DOING SO WILL RESULT IN THE EMPLOYEE RECEIVING LESS THAN THE MINIMUM WAGE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO AMOUNTS DEDUCTED FOR EMPLOYER-PROVIDED MEALS AND DAMAGED, LOST, OR SPOILED GOODS.

e. AN INDIVIDUAL WHO SATISFIES THE DEFINITIONS OF EMPLOYEE OR WORKER FOR HIRE BECOMES AN EMPLOYEE OR A WORKER FOR HIRE NINETY (90) DAYS AFTER ANNEXATION BY THE CITY RESULTS IN THE PLACE OF WORK BEING BROUGHT INTO THE CORPORATE LIMITS OF THE CITY. IF AN EMPLOYEE AND EMPLOYER HAVE A MUTUAL AGREEMENT THAT THE EMPLOYEE IS TO PERFORM WORK FROM THE EMPLOYEE'S RESIDENCE, THE EMPLOYEE'S RESIDENCE IS SUBSEQUENTLY BROUGHT WITHIN THE CORPORATE LIMITS THROUGH ANNEXATION, AND THE EMPLOYER SUBSEQUENTLY DISCHARGES THE EMPLOYEE DURING THE NINETY (90) DAY PERIOD, THERE ARISES A REBUTTABLE PRESUMPTION THAT SUCH ACTION WAS RETALIATION IN VIOLATION OF THIS ARTICLE.

SEC. 17-84. RETALIATION PROHIBITED.

a. NO EMPLOYER SHALL TAKE ANY ADVERSE ACTION AGAINST ANY EMPLOYEE OR WORKER FOR HIRE IN RETALIATION FOR FILING A COMPLAINT UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE, ASSERTING ANY CLAIM OR RIGHT UNDER THIS ARTICLE, ASSISTING ANOTHER EMPLOYEE IN DOING SO, COMMUNICATING A COMPLAINT TO AN INTERESTED PARTY, OR FOR INFORMING ANOTHER EMPLOYEE ABOUT THEIR RIGHTS.

b. TAKING AN ADVERSE ACTION AGAINST AN INDIVIDUAL WITHIN NINETY (90) DAYS OF AN INDIVIDUAL'S ENGAGING IN THE RIGHTS COVERED BY STATE MINIMUM WAGE AND BENEFITS LAW, OR NOTIFYING THE EMPLOYER OR EMPLOYER'S REPRESENTATIVE OF A VIOLATION OF THIS ARTICLE, SHALL RAISE A REBUTTABLE PRESUMPTION THAT SUCH ACTION WAS RETALIATION.

SEC. 17-85. PRIVATE CAUSE OF ACTION.

a. THE RIGHTS AFFORDED EMPLOYEES AND WORKERS FOR HIRE UNDER THE TUCSON MINIMUM WAGE ACT ARE AUTHORIZED BY THE RAISING ARIZONA MINIMUM WAGE FOR WORKING ARIZONANS ACT, AND NOTHING CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION SHALL BE CONSTRUED AS REQUIRING AN AGGRIEVED PARTY TO EXHAUST THE MUNICIPAL REMEDIES STATED HEREIN OR OTHERWISE DEPRIVE ANYONE THE RIGHT TO TAKE ACTION UNDER STATE LAW.

b. TO THE EXTENT ALLOWABLE BY LAW AND WITHIN THREE YEARS AFTER THE CAUSE OF ACTION ACCRUED, ANY INDIVIDUAL AGGRIEVED BY A VIOLATION OF THIS ARTICLE OR ANY INTERESTED PARTY MAY COMMENCE A CIVIL ACTION AGAINST AN EMPLOYER OR AGAINST A HIRING ENTITY IN THE CITY COURT OR IN ANY COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION. UPON PREVAILING, THE AGGRIEVED PARTY OR INTERESTED PARTY SHALL BE ENTITLED TO REASONABLE ATTORNEYS' FEES, COSTS, AS WELL AS LEGAL OR EQUITABLE RELIEF AS MAY BE APPROPRIATE, INCLUDING PAYMENT OF BACK WAGES PAYABLE TO THE AGGRIEVED PARTY, AND AN ADDITIONAL EQUAL AMOUNT IN LIQUIDATED DAMAGES PAYABLE TO THE AGGRIEVED PARTY.

c. ANY EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT, WRITTEN OR VERBAL, FORMED BETWEEN AN EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE ON OR AFTER THE IMPLEMENTATION DATE OF THIS ARTICLE SHALL INCLUDE, AS TERMS IMPLIED-IN-LAW, THE PROVISIONS OF SECTIONS 17-82 AND 17-83 OF THIS ARTICLE.

d. THE INITIATION OF AN INVESTIGATION BY THE DEPARTMENT SHALL NOT PREVENT AN AGGRIEVED PARTY OR INTERESTED PARTY FROM INITIATING A CIVIL ACTION AGAINST THE SAME EMPLOYER OR HIRING ENTITY, AND AN AGGRIEVED PARTY NEED NOT EXHAUST ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES PRIOR TO INITIATING A CIVIL ACTION.

e. NOT LESS THAN SIXTY (60) DAYS AFTER AN AGGRIEVED PARTY OR INTERESTED PARTY SUBMITS A COMPLAINT TO THE CITY USING THE FORM PRESCRIBED IN SECTION 17-86(9) OF THIS ARTICLE, SUCH AGGRIEVED PARTY OR INTERESTED PARTY MAY INITIATE STEPS TO FILE A SPECIAL ACTION AGAINST THE CITY IN A COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION SEEKING TO COMPEL THE CITY TO PROMPTLY INVESTIGATE SUCH COMPLAINT. PRIOR TO FILING A SPECIAL ACTION, THE AGGRIEVED PARTY OR INTERESTED PARTY SHALL PROVIDE NOTICE TO THE CITY ATTORNEY OF THEIR INTENTION TO TAKE SUCH ACTION. THE NOTIFICATION TO THE CITY ATTORNEY SHALL ALLOW THE CITY THIRTY (30) DAYS TO: 1) RESOLVE THE COMPLAINT; 2) ALLOW THE AGGRIEVED PARTY'S OR INTERESTED PARTY'S SPECIAL ACTION TO PROCEED; OR 3) AUTHORIZE THE AGGRIEVED PARTY OR INTERESTED PARTY TO PROCEED WITH AN ACTION AGAINST THE ALLEGED VIOLATOR IN A QUI TAM ACTION ON BEHALF OF THE CITY. PARTIES PROCEEDING ON BEHALF OF THE CITY SHALL BRING ACTIONS FOR A CIVIL INFRACTION AS DESCRIBED IN SECTION 17-87. SHOULD THE AGGRIEVED PARTY OR INTERESTED PARTY PREVAIL, THE AGGRIEVED PARTY OR PARTIES WILL BE ENTITLED TO THIRTY (30) PERCENT OF ANY PENALTIES OR FINES IMPOSED AGAINST THE EMPLOYER OR HIRING ENTITY, WITH THE BALANCE BEING REMITTED TO THE CITY.
SEC. 17-86. IMPLEMENTATION BY THE CITY.

a. EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2022, THERE IS ESTABLISHED A DEPARTMENT OF LABOR STANDARDS, WHOSE HEAD SHALL BE THE DIRECTOR OF LABOR STANDARDS. THE DIRECTOR'S APPOINTMENT AND REMOVAL SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTIONS 2, 6, AND 11 OF CHAPTER V OF THE CHARTER. THE DIRECTOR MAY PROMULGATE ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTIVES FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THIS ARTICLE.

b. THE PURPOSES AND FUNCTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR STANDARDS SHALL INCLUDE, BUT NOT BE LIMITED TO: RECEIVING COMPLAINTS FILED BY AGGRIEVED INDIVIDUALS AND INTERESTED PARTIES, INITIATING INVESTIGATIONS OF EMPLOYERS AND HIRING ENTITIES NO LATER THAN FORTY-FIVE (45) CALENDAR DAYS AFTER RECEIPT OF SUCH COMPLAINT FROM AN AGGRIEVED PARTY OR INTERESTED PARTY, INITIATING ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS, PERIODICALLY CONDUCTING STUDIES OF LOW-WAGE WORKERS IN THE CITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF GUIDING THE DEPARTMENT'S TARGETED ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS, EDUCATING EMPLOYERS OF THEIR OBLIGATIONS UNDER THIS ARTICLE, AND EDUCATING EMPLOYEES OF THEIR RIGHTS UNDER THIS ARTICLE.

c. THERE SHALL BE APPOINTED WAGE INVESTIGATORS UNDER THE CITY'S CIVIL SERVICE RULES. IT SHALL BE THE DUTY OF THE WAGE INVESTIGATORS TO INVESTIGATE SUSPECTED VIOLATIONS OF THIS ARTICLE, COMMUNICATE WITH COMPLAINANTS, REPORT AND MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS OF ALL SUSPECTED VIOLATIONS TO THE DIRECTOR, AND INITIATE ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS UNDER THE DIRECTOR'S GUIDANCE.

d. NOT LATER THAN JUNE 1, 2022, THERE SHALL BE CREATED AN ONLINE METHOD AND A PAPER METHOD FOR INDIVIDUALS TO FILE COMPLAINTS WITH THE DEPARTMENT.

e. ON OR BEFORE NOVEMBER 1, 2022 AND EVERY SUBSEQUENT NOVEMBER 1, THE DIRECTOR SHALL ANNOUNCE THE MINIMUM WAGE THAT WILL TAKE EFFECT ON THE FOLLOWING JANUARY 1, SHALL PUBLISH THE SAME ON THE CITY WEBSITE, AND SHALL MAKE OTHER REASONABLE EFFORTS TO INFORM EMPLOYERS OF THE SAME.

f. AN EMPLOYEE, FORMER EMPLOYEE, WORKER FOR HIRE, FORMER WORKER FOR HIRE, OR ANY OTHER INDIVIDUAL MAY REPORT TO THE DEPARTMENT ANY SUSPECTED VIOLATION OF THIS ARTICLE. THE DEPARTMENT SHALL ENCOURAGE REPORTING BY KEEPING CONFIDENTIAL, TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMISSIBLE BY STATE LAW, THE IDENTIFYING INFORMATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OR WORKER FOR HIRE. NOTWITHSTANDING THIS SUBSECTION, THE DEPARTMENT MAY DISCLOSE THE IDENTIFYING INFORMATION OF A COMPLAINANT WITH THE AUTHORIZATION OF SUCH INDIVIDUAL, BY COURT ORDER, OR IN COMPLIANCE WITH ANY APPLICABLE LAW.

g. TO AID IN THE ENFORCEMENT OF THIS ARTICLE, THE CITY MAY ENTER INTO AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT WITH THE COUNTY OR OTHER MUNICIPALITIES LOCATED WITHIN THE COUNTY.

h. NOTHING HEREIN PRECLUDES THE CITY FROM IMPOSING A FEE ON BUSINESSES, A SUBSET OF BUSINESSES, OR FROM INCREASING EXISTING LICENSE TAXES, LICENSE FEES, OR OTHER LEVIES ESTABLISHED IN CHAPTER 19 OF THIS CODE FOR THE PURPOSE OF FUNDING THE OPERATIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT.

SEC. 17-87. ENFORCEMENT BY THE CITY.

a. A VIOLATION OF THIS CHAPTER BY AN EMPLOYER OR HIRING ENTITY SHALL BE A CIVIL INFRACTION. NO CRIMINAL LIABILITY SHALL ATTACH TO ANY VIOLATION OF THIS ARTICLE.

b. EMPLOYERS AND HIRING ENTITIES SHALL ALLOW THE CITY ACCESS TO PAY AND TIME RECORDS OF AN EMPLOYEE AND WORKER FOR HIRE, WITH APPROPRIATE NOTICE AND IN A REASONABLE MANNER. WHERE AN EMPLOYER OR HIRING ENTITY DOES NOT MAINTAIN SUCH RECORDS, DOES NOT ALLOW THE CITY REASONABLE ACCESS TO SUCH RECORDS, OR SUCH RECORDS WERE NOT CREATED CONTEMPORANEOUSLY, THE ACCOUNT OF THE EMPLOYEE OR WORKER FOR HIRE IS PRESUMED ACCURATE.

c. IF A VIOLATION OF THIS ARTICLE HAS BEEN FINALLY DETERMINED, THE DIRECTOR SHALL ORDER THE EMPLOYER TO CEASE AND DESIST FROM ENGAGING IN THE VIOLATIVE PRACTICE AND MAY ORDER ANY OF THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL RELIEF: A CIVIL PENALTY OF UP TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS ($100.00) TO BE PAID TO THE CITY FOR EACH EMPLOYEE WHOSE RIGHTS UNDER THIS ARTICLE WERE VIOLATED FOR EACH DAY THAT THE VIOLATION OCCURRED, BACK PAY, AND AN ADDITIONAL EQUAL AMOUNT AS LIQUIDATED DAMAGES. THE CITY MAY ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR APPEAL BY EMPLOYERS.

d. IF A REPEAT VIOLATION OF THIS ARTICLE HAS BEEN FINALLY DETERMINED, EXCEPT WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW, THE CITY MAY REVOKE, SUSPEND, OR DECLINE TO RENEW ANY LICENSE PROVIDED FOR IN CHAPTER 19 OF CODE.

e. TO THE EXTENT ALLOWABLE BY LAW AND WITHIN THREE YEARS AFTER THE CAUSE OF ACTION ACCRUED, THE CITY MAY INITIATE A CIVIL ACTION IN CITY COURT OR A COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION AGAINST AN EMPLOYER OR A HIRING ENTITY.

f. NOT LATER THAN DECEMBER 1, 2022, THE DEPARTMENT SHALL UNDERTAKE A SURVEY OF LOW-WAGE WORKERS IN THE CITY. THE SURVEY SHALL IDENTIFY THOSE INDUSTRIES IN THE CITY WHERE
MINIMUM WAGE VIOLATIONS ARE MOST LIKELY TO OCCUR. NO LATER THAN JULY 1, 2023, AND IN FOLLOWING YEARS, THE DEPARTMENT SHALL DEVOTE A PORTION OF ITS RESOURCES TO THE INVESTIGATION OF EMPLOYERS AND HIRING ENTITIES BELONGING TO THE INDUSTRIES IDENTIFIED BY THE SURVEY.

SEC. 17-88. SEVERABILITY AND CONSTRUCTION.

a. IF ANY PHRASE, CLAUSE, SENTENCE, PARAGRAPH OR SECTION OF THIS ARTICLE IS DECLARED PREEMPTED, UNCONSTITUTIONAL, OR OTHERWISE ILLEGAL BY STATE LAW BY THE JUDGMENT OF ANY COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION, SUCH INVALIDITY SHALL NOT AFFECT ANY OF THE REMAINING PORTIONS OF THIS ARTICLE.

b. NOTHING IN THIS ARTICLE SHALL BE CONSTRUED TO DISCOURAGE OR PROHIBIT THE ADOPTION OR RETENTION OF A WAGE POLICY MORE GENEROUS THAN THAT WHICH IS REQUIRED HEREIN.
CITY OF TUCSON

INITIATIVE DESCRIPTION

It is unlawful to sign this petition before it has a serial number.

PAID CIRCULATOR

VOLUNTEER

Tucson, Arizona – February 27, 2021

Proposing amendments to the Tucson City Code, Chapters 8 and 17, to: (1) gradually increase to $15 the minimum hourly wage for most Tucson non-tipped workers; (2) increase to $12 the minimum wage for most tipped workers; (3) tie subsequent minimum wage increases to inflation; (4) prevent employers from misclassifying employees as independent contractors; (5) require large employers to pay employees when an employee is sent home early from a scheduled shift; (6) create an office of labor standards to investigate violations and impose penalties; and (7) allow workers to sue to seek unlawfully withheld minimum wages.

Notice: This is only a description of the proposed measure prepared by the sponsor of the measure. It may not include every provision contained in the measure. Before signing, make sure the title and text of the measure is attached. You have the right to read or examine the title and text before signing.

Initiative Measure to be Submitted Directly to Electors

To the Honorable Mayor and Council, and the Clerk of the City of Tucson: We, the undersigned, residents of the City of Tucson, Arizona, and duly qualified electors therein, do hereby submit and propose to you, for adoption, the following ordinance, and request that action be taken by you relative to the adoption or rejection of such proposed ordinance, at the earliest possible moment, and that the same be forthwith submitted to a vote of the people, to-wit: The Tucson Minimum Wage Act, as described in the attached Title and Text. Each signer says: I have personally signed this petition with my first and last names. I have not signed any other petition for the same measure. I am a qualified elector of the City of Tucson, State of Arizona.

Warning: It is a class 1 misdemeanor for any person to knowingly sign an initiative petition with a name other than his or her own, except in a circumstance where he signs for a person, in the presence of and at the specific request of such person, who is incapable of signing his or her own name because of physical infirmity, or to knowingly sign his or her name more than once for the same measure, or to knowingly sign such petition when he is not a qualified elector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIGNATURE</th>
<th>NAME (First and Last Name Printed)</th>
<th>ACTUAL ADDRESS (Street &amp; Number: If no street address, describe residence location)</th>
<th>WARD NO.</th>
<th>DATE SIGNED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The validity of the signatures on this sheet must be sworn to by the circulator before a notary public on the form appearing on the back of the sheet.

SERIAL NUMBER: 2021-001
INITIATIVE AFFIDAVIT OF CIRCULATOR

Tucson, Arizona – February 27, 2021

State of Arizona   )
ss.: )
County of    )
(Where notarized)

I, ____________________________________________, a person who is not required to be a resident of this state but who is otherwise qualified to register to vote in the County of ________________, in the State of Arizona at all times during my circulation of this petition sheet, and under the penalty of a class 1 misdemeanor, depose and say that subject to section 19-115, Arizona Revised Statutes, each individual printed the individual’s own name and address and signed this sheet of the foregoing petition in my presence on the date indicated and I believe that each signer’s name and residence address or post office address are correctly stated and that each signer is a qualified elector of the City of Tucson and that at all times during circulation of this signature sheet a copy of the title and text was attached to the signature sheet (Ariz. Const. Art. IV, Pt. 1, §§ 1, § 9, Arizona Revised Statutes §§ 19-112 (B), (C), (D), 19-114(A) Tucson Charter, Chapter XIX, § 2, Tucson Code § 12-116(f)). The signatures appearing on this petition sheet are the genuine signatures of the persons whose names they bear (Tucson Charter, Chapter XIX, § 2). I retained direct custody and control of this signature sheet, and personally observed each signer of this signature sheet actually sign it (Tucson Code §§ 12-116 (c)(h)). I crossed out and initialed blank signature lines on this signature sheet prior to or at the time my signature on this affidavit was notarized (Tucson Code § 12-116(j)).

The names of the petitioners who should be notified of all proceedings and action taken in reference to this petition are:

NAME
1. John Young
2. Margaret Chaney
3. Clifford Paul Stapleton-Smith

ADDRESS
224 E. 19th Street, Tucson, AZ, 85701
1417 N. Beverly Avenue, Tucson, AZ, 85712
7430 E. Lakeside Drive, Tucson, AZ 85730

(Tucson Charter, Chapter XIX, § 2).

Signature of Circulator: ____________________________________________

Typed or Printed Name of Circulator: __________________________________

Residence address, street and number of Circulator: __________________________

(If no street address, describe residence location)

Subscribed and sworn to (or affirmed) before me on __________ day of __________, 20__

Notary Public Signature: __________________________________________

Printed Name of Notary Public: ________________________________________

Stamp Notary Seal Here:

Warning: A person commits perjury by making a false sworn statement in regard to a material issue believing it to be false. Perjury is a class 4 felony. (Arizona Revised Statutes § 13-2702)

SERIAL NUMBER ___________2021-1001